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SMART CITY: creative, sustainable and user-centred cities

	 

 

 Growing urbanisation, sustainable development, digital challenge, users' involvement, economic and cultural attractiveness,

governance, are part of the main stakes cities have to tackle. To face this plural urban reality, it has become necessary to find

adapted means to conceive cities and territorial development. A better consideration of the uses, the creation of real consultation

methods have priority.

Thus, the new processes to imagine have to respond to a main stake: to restructure urban places to live and to invent a creative,

sustainable and citizen?centred city.

As a laboratory for urban innovation, SmartCity invites people from creative and digital economy, users, academics, local

authorities, architects and urban planners to create unreleased ways of approaching and transforming the city. It aims at developing

process of open innovation in real urban environment.

The methodology is based on a sensitive analysis of uses and territories stakes; this is acquired thanks to site specific

experimentations, intending to test new urban uses, prototypes, technologies and operating process of users' collaboration.

In France, a full-scale experimentation has been led in the south of Paris since 2007, in partnership with the Cité internationale

universitaire de Paris. This exceptional area is turned into a unique observatory for urban, social and technologic innovation.

SmartCity initiates an innovative way of supporting local development:

	 - To invent new means for consultation and conception of the city

	 - To enhance local resources, identities and memory of a territory

	 - To experiment new products and services on digital city

	 - To study new urban uses

	 - To mobilize users, local stakeholders around the territorial project

Experimentation topics:
Innovation, architecture, urban planning

Mobility and digital territories

City, nature and sustainable development

Living together and new collaborative spaces

Activities:
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European co-productions

Research-action

Multi-disciplinary workshops

Experimentation and development of new urban devices

Events: encounters, conferences, exhibitions, multidisciplinary evenings

Aims:
To favour exchanges and dialogue between creative communities, experts, users, stakeholders, thanks to a participatory,

interdisciplinary and trans-sectorial approach

To create long-term exchanges with cultural, socio-economic actors, users of the studied area

To build a European network for urban and social experimentation

European partners:
CIANT [Prague|Czech Republic], Waag Society [Amsterdam |Netherlands], Plzen 2015 [Czech Republic], Kitchen Budapest

[Hungary], Institut français de Riga [Latvia], Hangar [Barcelona|Spain], Moving Closer [Warsaw | Poland], Institut français de

Timisoara [Romania], Cité internationale universitaire de Paris [France], Videomedeja [Novi Sad|Serbia]

Official Website: www.smartcity.fr/europe/en
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